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HOTELLENE

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

THE HOTELS

History, culture, nature and real experiences
Are you looking for hotels, conference facilities and activities that
will provide you with a new type of experience? Welcome to Classic
Norway. With our 15 charming hotels in the west, east, south and
north of Norway, we specialise in magical experiences – moments
that will never be forgotten. The surroundings are unique, the
hosts are the very soul of hospitality, the food is based on local
ingredients, and no one will be heading off into town.

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

MOLDE
FJORDSTUER

Molde Fjordstuer is located in the heart of ‘the city of roses’, and is our only city hotel.
Don’t let that put you off, though – the hotel is small and charming, and so is the city.
Occasionally you will require a city setting, and in such cases,
guests maintain that Molde Fjordstuer is the best alternative.
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+47 71 20 10 60 | post@moldefjordstuer.no | www.moldefjordstuer.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
EVENT

How many city hotels have rooms with balconies overlooking fjords and mountains?
Not many. The guests frequently comment on the hotel’s location and style, and leave
heart-warming feedback.

Hotel rooms | 60
Conference rooms | 6

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Restaurant | 150

KRISTIANSUND

Ona

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

The Løkta venue separates Molde from most other hotels. Here you can stage concerts,
Events
performances and larger events, and the stage has a professional lighting installation
and audio system. If your needs are larger than our hotel, we are happy to cooperate
with our neighbours.

Bjorli

Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

FINNØY
HAVSTUER

Finnøy Havstuer is located at the old trading post and fishing port at Finnøy; a small island with
a permanent link to the mainland. Here you will find hotel rooms, a restaurant,
conference facilities, a pub and the water park “Håp i Havet.

+47 71 27 58 50 | post@havstuene.no | www.havstuene.no
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HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
EVENT

Finnøy Havstuer is a popular destination. Conferences and meetings are held here all
year round, and boats come by in the bright summer months. We have a ferry port
just outside the door, so the island Ona is easily accessible for breaks and fun
experiences.

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Conference rooms | 3

KRISTIANSUND

Restaurant | 120
Restaurant | 30

Ona

Water park «Håp i Havet»

ÅLESUND

Swimming facilities |

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

The hosts at Finnøy Havstuer are very experienced and have set a high standard for
their hotel. Efficiency, enjoyment and good food are prioritised. The menu is composed based on what the fishermen provide. And it tastes delicious.

Hotel rooms | 50

Bjorli

Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

ONA
HAVSTUER

Ona island currently has approximately 25 permanent residents, who all live surrounding the
island’s focus point: The red lighthouse. Ona island has a thriving community.
The inhabitants mainly make a living from fishing or ceramics.
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+47 71 27 58 50 | post@havstuene.no | www.havstuene.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
EVENT

Apartments| 5

Ona Havstuer is popular for meetings and team building. And we don’t think
you’ll find more fresh air in your breaks anywhere else. – There is something
dramatic and alive here that attracts me, said the author Henning Mankell about
Ona. You should take his word for it.

Conference rooms | 1

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Hotel rooms | 11

KRISTIANSUND

Beds | 22
Ona

Restaurant | 60

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

Ona Havstuer is an old trading post with eleven rooms divided into five apartments of high standard. The restaurant opens on application, and the food and
dining experience is outstanding. That is just how we do things out here.

Bjorli

Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

FLATFLESA
FYR

Do you dream of staying on an island of your own, complete with a beautiful lighthouse?
Now your dream can come true. There are no buildings on Flatflesa except for the restored lighthouse
keeper’s cottage. No one leaves this island until all goals are met and every decision is made.
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+47 71 27 58 50 | post@havstuene.no | www.havstuene.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
EVENT

Flatflesa really is a different kind of place. Shoulders will be lowered, relationships
will be nurtured and new opportunities will arise. However, you will also sense
what a tough life the lighthouse keeper and his family had here, far out at sea
between the islands Gossen and Ona. We’ve heard the experience described as
amazing.

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Beds | 18

KRISTIANSUND

Conference rooms | 1
Self catering | 18

Ona

Hot tub

ÅLESUND

Crab shack

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

To create a team-building experience, you will prepare the food yourselves based
on the fresh supplies that are provided. However, the chef over at Finnøy Havstuer
will be happy to head over by boat if you fancy some help from a professional.

Hotel rooms| 9

Bjorli

Lighthouse
Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

HUSTADVIKA
GJESTEGÅRD

Hustadvika is the most dramatic stretch of ocean along the coast of Norway. Here you will experience
the grandeur of nature – no matter the weather or season. It is said that no experience is more uniting
than a proper storm. Although a refreshing dive into the Atlantic might do the trick.
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+47 71 26 47 00 | post@hustadvika.no | www.hustadvika.no
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AKTIVITETER
EVENT

Hotel rooms | 17

The accommodation is located in the hotel wing and in the boathouses. If you
don’t require our full capacity, you can choose either one. Just let us know what
your goal is, and how you will be working together.

Restaurant | 280

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Cabins | 13

KRISTIANSUND

Conference rooms | 3
Ona

Spa facility

ÅLESUND

Museum

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

Everything is close by at Hustadvika Gjestegård. The distances are short, the
hosts are welcoming and the food is delicious and local. The closeness does
something to the people you bring here. Irrespective of whether it is for
meetings, conferences, a family celebration or a company event.

Bjorli

Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

HÅHOLMEN
HAVSTUER

The listed fishing village Håholmen in Hustadvika has been a meeting place, harbour, home and work
place for fishermen, seamen, traders and travellers for hundreds of years.
It is a beautiful place, and it easy to be productive here.
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+47 71 51 72 50 | post@haholmen.no | www.haholmen.no
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Hotel rooms| 49

The well-known adventurer Ragnar Thorseth revived this old fishing village back
in 1989 and helped make Håholmen what it is today. It is a great meeting place
for people who are looking for a great atmosphere that promotes team building
and cooperation.

Museum

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Conference rooms | 5

KRISTIANSUND

Restaurant | 220
Ona

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

Håholmen Havstuer consists of 25 buildings. The fishing villages had many houses. Moving from building to building in all types of weather is very different from
running along corridors. You will always have a topic for starting a conversation,
and there is always something to experience.

Bjorli

Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

ANGVIK
GAMLE HANDELSSTED
Angvik Gamle Handelssted is an old trading post located in the village Angvik by Tingvollfjord in Nordmøre.
The place has roots back to the 1500s, when Dutch sailing ships anchored in the bay to buy timber.
The old entrepreneurial spirit is almost palpable here.
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+47 71 29 13 00 | post@angvik-hotell.no | www.angvik-hotell.no
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Hotel rooms | 37

Today, the hotel is fully restored to a high and characteristic standard. Forty rooms,
cosy living rooms, fireplaces, fine porcelain and National Romanticism are just a
few keywords. There is nothing like it. The kitchen procures its ingredients from the
nearby fjords, forests, fields and mountains.

Spa facilities

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Conference rooms| 4

KRISTIANSUND

Restaurant| 90
Ona

Museum

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

Gallery

Bjorli

Wine Cellar
Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

OM OSS

The trading post was run by John and Gurianna Angvik. The couple had 14 children,
12 of whom started their own companies that also were based here. It was the
beginning of a unique family saga. The fifth generation of the family is still involved
in the day-to-day operations.

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

HOTELL

UTSIKTEN
GEIRANGER
Geiranger. The heart of a fjordscape with a well-deserved spot on UNESCO’s World Heritage List. The view is nothing
short of spectacular. Edvard Hole knew what he was doing when he built Hotel Udsigten Bellevue in 1893.
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+47 70 26 96 60 | post@hotell-utsikten.no | www.hotell-utsikten.no
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Even the atmosphere is unique. The hotel was built with rest and panoramic views
in mind, and attracted celebrities such as the German Emperor Wilhelm II. You can
still sense peace and tranquillity in the walls. Today, the hotel is a modern quality
hotel, but Edvard Hole’s ideals still live on.

Hotel rooms | 29

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Conference rooms | 1

KRISTIANSUND

Restaurant| 70
Ona

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

The hotel is open from May to September. Guests come from all over the world to
behold the stunning views of the fjord. And to arrange weddings, jubilees,
anniversaries, courses and company events in great surroundings.

Bjorli

Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

VALLDAL

FJORDHOTELL

Valldal Fjord Hotel is located at the mouth of the salmon river Valldøla. It lies just a few
meters from the shoreline and boasts breathtaking views of fjords and mountains. The location is
unique, nestled between the two world-famous tourist attractions Geiranger and Trollstigen.
The area is ideal for mountain hiking, as well as kayaking or relaxing boat trips on the fjord.
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+47 70 33 46 00 | post@valldalfjordhotell.no | www.valldalfjordhotell.no
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Hotel rooms | 40

The hotel also boasts its own seasonal restaurant with a magnificent view of the
fjord. The restaurant serves a menu based on local produce, and many of the
ingredients are organic.

Spa facility | Muritunet

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

Conference rooms | 1

KRISTIANSUND

Restaurant | 50
Ona

Pool | Muritunet

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

The hotel consists of 40 modern rooms, which all have flat screen televisions,
en-suite bathrooms with showers and exits to private terraces. All rooms are
located on the ground floor and there is easy access to the charming village centre in
Valldal. Go and explore the local shops, restaurants and exciting activities on offer!

Bjorli

A heated pool and gym can be found at Muritunet rehabilitation centre, just a few
minutes’ walk from the hotel.
Bergen

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

STRAND HOTEL
FEVIK

Our inviting rooms and beautiful spa create the perfect environment for a break from the hustle
and bustle of everyday life! The focus is on you, our guest, and you can expect top-notch service in
harmonious surroundings. Enjoy our tasty á la carte menu based on seasonal local ingredients,
whilst enjoying the view of the sea, sky and soft sand dunes – the perfect atmosphere. Strand Hotel
Fevik is located between the idyllic towns Arendal and Grimstad in Southern Norway.
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Molde

In surroundings such as these, you will find the inspiration you need and be able
to work in peace. Our helpful staff will ensure that business and pleasure goes
hand in hand. We welcome both small and big groups, and are happy to create a
program that is tailor-made for you.

Hotel rooms | 90

The architecture of the modern building is in keeping with the historic part of the
hotel, and the most beautiful banquet hall in Southern Norway enjoys a glorious
view of the sea and soft sand dunes just outside the door. At Strand Hotel Fevik,
food is an experience, so we have developed a food philosophy based on history
and local ingredients.

Restaurant | Yes

Beds| 270
Conference rooms| 11
Bergen
Oslo

OM OSS

Spa facility| Yes

Kristiansand

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

RAMME

FJORDHOTELL
Welcome to a genuine fairytale!

Ramme is a cultural destination that is located approx. 40 minutes south of Oslo by car. We will provide a
complete package. Ramme Gård will provide fresh ingredients, a farming environment and a relaxing garden.
You will spend your nights in the unique rooms at Ramme Fjordhotell. In addition, you will be able to enjoy our
varied cultural offerings, such as guided tours, exhibitions, concerts and theatre performances.
We will reopen our doors to the public in 2018.
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+47 64 98 32 00 | post@rammefjordhotell.no | www.rammefjordhotell.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER

Hotel rooms | 42

You will be able to just stroll down to the fjord for a dip in the sea. A wide range of
activities will be offered, such as tennis, riding and river canoeing, as well as bicycle
rides through the forest to the delightful nearby towns Drøbak and Son. In winter,
you can go ice skating on the farm pond or explore the varied ski tracks in the
village. You will be able to enjoy the countryside from a horse and cart, and go
sleigh riding in winter.

Conference rooms | 10

Molde

Beds| 82
Restaurant | 130
Restaurant| Yes

Bergen
Oslo

Kristiansand

OM OSS

This is the place to which the Lasson family and their eight famous daughters
attracted a number of artists and authors. Edvard Munch came to Ramme to work
in peace and enjoy the local countryside. As a guest at the hotel, you will be able to
attend cultural events and follow in Munch’s footsteps.

EVENT

Our vision is to provide a complete experience, which includes accommodation,
good food and cultural activities. The hotel will be situated in the middle of the
farm, surrounded by fruit trees, fields, greenhouses, barns, stables and a variety of
farm animals.

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

NYVÅGAR
RORBUHOTELL
Vågar is located at the furthest edge of Orbis Terrarum, the medieval image of the inhabited
world. This was where spawning cod and dried fish could be found. There was no point in
travelling any further. Come and experience culture beyond your knowledge.

NOR A
T
LIGHHERN
T

LOF
OT
LOC
ATIO
N

EN

photo: Hans Arne Paulsen
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+47 76 06 97 00 | post@nyvagar.no | www.nyvagar.no
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AKTIVITETER
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Austvågøy has been inhabited for nearly a thousand years. This characterises
the island itself, the food you will eat and the people you will meet. Nyvågar
Rorbuhotell is an important part of the local cultural heritage. This is apparent
from the level of hospitality on offer, and the hosts’ desire to give you the best
experience possible.

Harstad

Conference rooms | 6
Restaurant| 78
Aquavit loft

NUSFJORD

KABELVÅG
HENNINGSVÆR

REINE
LOFOTEN

OM OSS

Nyvågar Rorbuhotell is small enough to be intimate, yet big enough to
accommodate larger meetings, courses and conferences. The light and the
weather changes from hour to hour. But the season is up to you.

Rorbu Cabins | 30

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

HENNINGSVÆR
BRYGGEHOTELL

Far out at sea, you will find the charming fishing village Henningsvær. The archipelago is surrounded
by the mighty mountains that rise up from the salty Lofoten sea. Here, you are in the kingdom of the
cod, the land of the Lofoten fishery.

NOR A
T
LIGHHERN
T

LOF
OT
LOC
ATIO
N

EN

photo: Hans Arne Paulsen
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+47 76 07 47 50 | post@henningsvaer.no | www.henningsvaer.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
EVENT

Henningsvær is a thriving community, which makes it a lovely place to stay. There
are no shopping centres, but then again, you have got those at home. This is
where small, independent shops, workshops, galleries, restaurants and everyday
people prevail.

Harstad

Conference rooms | 3
Restaurant | 100
NUSFJORD

KABELVÅG
HENNINGSVÆR

REINE
LOFOTEN

OM OSS

Henningsvær Bryggehotell is located down by the shore. It is a delightful
destination, a divine place to eat, and the perfect starting point for exciting
experiences on land and at sea. According to course organisers, it is also a great
place to teach people new skills.

Hotel rooms | 30

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

NUSFJORD
Welcome to an authentic fishing village. Nusfjord is one of Norway’s oldest and best preserved fishing
villages, with long traditions from the Lofoten fishery. We have added some excellent facilities for sports
fishing and cooking, but apart from that,we have let Nusfjord remain just as it was.

NOR A
T
LIGHHERN
T

LOF
OT
LOC
ATIO
N

EN

photo Hans Arne Paulsen
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+47 76 09 30 20 | post@nusfjord.no | www.nusfjord.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
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Our 50 charming rorbu cabins have become a popular destination for thousands
of visitors annually, who all wish to experience the original Lofoten fishery.
The fishing village is like a jewellery box, surrounded by history and magnificent
nature. In the Architectural Preservation Year of 1975, Nusfjord was ranked
alongside Røros and Old Stavanger.

Harstad

Conference rooms | 3
Restaurant| 150
Boat rentals

NUSFJORD

KABELVÅG
HENNINGSVÆR

REINE
LOFOTEN

OM OSS

Being in Nusfjord is like being in a different time period. It puts your hectic
everyday life in perspective, and provides room for reflection. And that is always
a good thing.

Rorbu Cabins| 50

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

REINE
RORBUER

Way out west in Lofoten, by the mouth of Reinefjord, you will find Reine fishing village surrounded by
majestic mountains and with Vestfjord as its closest neighbour. Reine Rorbuer is a great meeting place
all year round.

NOR A
T
LIGHHERN
T

LOF
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EN

photo: Hans Arne Paulsen
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+47 76 09 22 22 | post@reinerorbuer.no | www.reinerorbuer.no

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
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Reine is one of Norway’s most photographed locations. It is incredibly beautiful
and dramatic. However, Reine is also well-known for its history and atmosphere.
You can almost hear the fishermen of former times whispering in the walls,
awakening your desire to go fishing. Every cabin has cooking facilities and kitchen
equipment, so the main dish tends to be the catch of the day.

Harstad

Conference rooms | 2
Restaurant | 60
NUSFJORD

KABELVÅG
HENNINGSVÆR

REINE
LOFOTEN

OM OSS

Catching and preparing a meal together is a very social and bonding experience.
So the only question is – who you would like to invite to such an exciting
experience? Colleagues, co-workers, friends or family?

Rorbu Cabins | 32

MAGICAL EXPERIENCES

THE BOATS
Our Classic Norway hotels are beautifully located in the fjords, on the coast or at sea.
Choosing boats for transportation is therefore a natural choice.
Our boats can also be rented for company trips, kick-offs and other events.
We can offer everything from speedboats to nostalgic fishing smacks.

HILDING - 12 passengers
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KVITSERK - 48 passengers

+47 71 20 50 00 | post@classicnorway.no | www.classicnorway.no

FRIDA - 12 passengers

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER
EVENT

MS NORDIC LADY

Trondheim

”Hurtigruten”

This beautiful passenger boat is perfect for all types of boat trips. We can offer everything from quiet sightseeing trips,
day trips, evening trips and speedy transportation across the entire county of Møre og Romsdal.

We can also provide RIBs and other types of boats in cooperation with our partners.

Bergen

Ona

ÅLESUND

Angvik

MOLDE
Åndalsnes

OM OSS

Our charter boat MS Nordic Lady is stationed at Finnøy Havstuer. Our single hull Scirocco 50 is a passenger boat
with a cruising speed of up to 32 knots. If boasts roomy saloons with three different seating areas and two outdoor
decks. MS Nordic Lady is perfect for company trips, both in the daytime and in the evening. We are able to serve
simple dishes and drinks on board.

KRISTIANSUND

Bjorli

ØRSTA/VOLDA
Geiranger

Dombås
From Oslo
(corresponding)

Oslo
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A fishing trip is a type of activity. So is a guided stroll through the
local area. Ditto ocean rafting. Or a great lecture. Our aim is to
ensure that the people you bring will share a lovely experience that
they will remember and be able to reminisce about. Good activities
build relationships, unity and a team spirit that will benefit your
company, organisation, association or circle of friends.
Every Classic Norway hotel offers local activities that can be tailored
to your specific group. The most important thing is
to find something that involves everyone and ensures
that no one feels left out.

AKTIVITETER

ACTIVITIES

OCEAN FISHING

DIVING

“Do you remember when we…? “

SEA EAGLE SAFARI

Classic Norway’s range of activities are based on the distinctive
character of the surrounding area, as well as local landmarks.
We know how to create an atmosphere of engagement that
promotes unity and excitement.

KAYAKING IN THE NORTH

PAGE 40

LOBSTER FISHING

HOTELLENE
AKTIVITETER

MOUNTAIN HIKING

CYCLING

KING CRAB

EVENT

GOLFING IN THE MIDNIGHT SUN

OM OSS

SALMON FISHING

WILDERNESS TRIPS

MUSK OX SAFARI
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EVENTS
An event is all about the overall experience. The journey, the hotel,
the activities, the schedule, the meals and, in many cases, a trip
or two as well. There is a clear purpose or a quantifiable goal. You
need to convert the participants to your cause, and do it well.

EVENT

However, that doesn’t mean you have to do it all by yourself.
Classic Norway has a specific way of planning events. We put
together an event based entirely on your wishes and budgets in
cooperation with our hotels and their local suppliers. Everything is
approved by you in advance, we will be behind the scenes with you
during the entire event, and everything will be itemised for you on
your invoice.

MAGICAL
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THE HOTELS
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Get in touch for a lovely chat
Øvre veg 24, N-6415 Molde
+47 71 20 50 00
post@classicnorway.no
www.classicnorway.no

